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This paper considers ets of arcs A =A + UA-  in a network flow problem which have the pro- 
perty that for every max flow, the sum of the flows on the arcs A + minus the sum of the flows 
on the arcs A -  is equal to a fixed constant. We show that minimal invariant sets always arise 
from cuts (not necessarily rain cuts) in a natural way. These results are applied to matrices with 
given row and column sums to generalize a result of Brualdi and Ross. 
1. Introduction 
This paper investigates sets of arcs A =A+U A-  in a network flow problem 
which have the property that for every max flow, the sum of the flows on the arcs 
A + minus the sum of the flows on the arcs A-  is equal to a fixed constant. The 
main result of the paper, Theorem 2.3, shows how minimal invariant sets of arcs 
arise directly from cuts. 
It is well known that integral max flows in a certain special networks are in one-to- 
one correspondence with integral matrices with given row and column sums and 
bounds on the entries. Thus our network flow result can be applied to such matrices 
to obtain some new results. This is done in Section 3, generalizing a result of Brualdi 
and Ross on (0,1)-matrices with given row and column sums, [3], which had 
motivated the research for this paper. 
Some standard terminology is useful. A network flow problem is given by a 
digraph D with nodes N(D) and arcs A(D). There are two distinguished nodes s, t 
and each arc a has a capacity u(a) > 0. For Nl, N2 two subsets of nodes let (NI, N2) 
be the set of arcs given as follows 
(NI, N2)= {(Vl, o2)1ol e.Nl, v2 ~N2}. (1.1) 
Typically N2=N(D)\NI, which we denote NI. A legal flow x is a vector 
(x(a) Ia ~ A(D)) satisfying 
O<_x(a)<_u(a) VaeA(D), (1.2) 
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and having conservation of flow at each node except s and t, 
{x(a)[ae(o,N(D)\o)}=O (1.3) 
Vo~N(D)  \ {s, t}. 
We are concerned with maxf lows  which are legal flows which maximize f ,  the size 
of the flow where 
f= {x(a)[ae(t,N(D)\t)}. (1.4) 
A cut is a set of arcs (S, S) for some set S with s ~ S and t e S. The capacity of the 
cut (S, S) is E {u(a) lae (S, S)} and then the minimum capacity of a cut (given by 
a min cut) is equal to the size of a max flow. If (S, S) is a min cut, then for every 
max flow each arc of (S, S) is full to capacity and each arc of (S, S) has zero flow. 
In some problems one assigns each arc a the cost c(a) and then one seeks a max 
flow which minimizes the cost when the cost of a flow x is 
{ c(a)x(a) l a A(D) }. (1.5) 
2. Invariant sets of  arcs 
Consider a network flow problem on a digraph D as in the introduction. Let the 
arc a be an invariant arc if either x(a) = 0 for all max flows x or x(a) = u(a) for all 
max flows x. It is easy to prove the following (see [1]). 
Lemma 2.1. Arc a is an invariant arc i f  and only i f  there is a min cut (S, S) such 
that a ~ (S, S) L) (S, S) or a ~ (T, 7") where (7, T) = 0 and either s, t ~ T or s, t ~ 7'. 
Proof .  We outline the proof in the case that x(a)= 0 for all max flows x. Let 
a = (i, j ) .  Let S be the set of nodes o for which there is an augmenting path in x from 
j to o. Thus a e (S, S) and for e ~ (S, S) we have x(e) = O. If s e S, t e •, then S, S 
yields a rain cut and so the first conclusion of the lemma holds. Similarly for 
s ~ S, t e S. If s, t e S, then by conservation of flow ~: {x(e) Ie e (S, S)} equals 
Y~ {x(e) ]e e (S, S)} and so (S, S) = 0. Thus the second conclusion of the lemma holds 
with T= S. Similarly for s, t e 5. [] 
• Invariant arcs generalize as follows. Let A =A + t3A-  be a set of arcs (disjoint 
union of A + and A- ) .  Then A is an invariant set o f  arcs if there exists a constant 
c so that for every max flow x 
{x(a)laea + } -  (2.1) 
Note that if a is an invariant arc, then for A + ={a}, A -=O we find that 
A =A + UA-  is an invariant set of arcs. One can recognize an invariant set of arcs 
by the following technique. Form a new network D '  from D by assigning a cost c(a) 
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to arc a as follows 
lfl , aeA+'  c(a) = 1, a ~A- ,  
otherwise. 
Using (1.5), one proves the following. 
(2.2) 
Lemma 2.2. A set of  arcs A =A + t.J A -  is an invariant set of  arcs if and only i f  any 
max f low in D" has the same cost. [] 
This gives a polynomial algorithm to check whether A is an invariant set. Apply 
min cost max flow and max cost max flow algorithm to D'  and compare the costs 
obtained. By Lemma 2.2, A is an invariant set of arcs if and only if the two costs 
are equal. The Edmonds-Karp algorithm provides the necessary polynomial min 
cost flow algorithm [4]. 
To see explicitly how invariant sets arise, it is necessary to restrict our attention 
slightly. Let A = A ÷ LI A-  be a minimal invariant set of arcs if there does not exist 
a nonempty invariant set of arcs  A 1 =A~- t.JA]- with A 1 #:A, A~- cA+,, A? c_A-. 
For example, if IAI = 1, then it is minimal. Lemma 2.1 explains how certain in- 
variant sets of cardinality 1arise but does not handle the case where x(a) = c for all 
max flows x where 0 < c< u(a). The main result of the paper is the following. 
Theorem 2.3. Let A = A + O A-  be a set of  arcs. I f  there exists a cut (S, S) such that 
A + c_(S,S), A-c_(S,S)  or A + c_(S,S), A-c_(S,S)  with ( (S ,S )O(S ,S ) ) \A  con- 
sisting of  invariant arcs, then A is an invariant set of  arcs. Conversely, if  
A =A + t3A- is a minimal invariant set of  arcs, then such a cut (S, S) exists. 
Proof. Assume such a cut (S, S) exists. Let f *  be the size of the max flow. Then 
for a max flow x, 
{x(a)la~(S, S) } - ~_, {x(a)[a~(S, S)} =f* .  (2.3) 
By hypothesis, there exist constants c 1, c 2 so that for every max flow 
E {x(a)Ja~(S, ,~) \A}=c i ,  (2.4) 
X {x(a)lae(S, ) \ A} =c2. 
Thus for any max flow x, 
{x(a)la (S,S)nA}- X {x(a)la (S,S)nA}-f*-q+c2. ( 5) 
Thus A =A + UA-  is an invariant set of arcs. 
Assume A = A + LI A-  is a minimal invariant set of arcs. The case that A consists 
of a single invariant arc is handled directly using Lemma 2.1 and so henceforth we 
shall assume that this Case does not occur (we do allow the possibility that IAI = 1). 
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The minimality of A ensures that for IA] > 2, A contains no invariant arcs. Consider 
the linear programme associated with the min cost max flow problem where the 
costs are given in (2.2). Use the notation that the arc a has h(a) as its head node 
and t(a) as its tail node. 
primal: minimize ~, { c(a)x(a) la ~ A(D) } 
subject o 
~, {x(a)[a~(N(D)\o, v)} -  ~ {x(a)la~(o,N(D)\o)=O Vo~N(D)\ {s,t}, 
~, {x(a)[a~(N(D) \ t, t)} - ~ {x(a)ia (t,N(D) \ t)} =f*,  
O<x(a)<u(a) Va~A(D). 
dual: maximize f*Yt- ~ ] a A(D)}. 
subject o 
Yh(a) -- Yt(a) -- [l (a) <-~ c (a )  Va ~ A (D) ,  
Ys=O, 
11 (a) >- 0 Va ~ A (D). (2.6) 
Let B be the set of non-invariant arcs of D, i.e. a ~ B if there exists a max flow 
x with O<x(a)<u(a). Thus A is contained in B. Recall that Lemma 2.2 ensures that 
every max flow x yields an optimal solution to the primal. Consider the dual and 
a dual optimal solution. Using complementary slackness, we deduce/~(a) = 0 for all 
aeB and 
Yh(a)--Ytta) = c(a) Va ~ B. (2.7) 
Thus we can think of the dual variables y, acting as a potential function on the arcs 
of B. 
Consider a graph GB whose vertices are N(D) and whose edges are the undirected 
edges corresponding to the arcs of B. 
Let C be the set of nodes of a component of GB and assume that some arc of A 
joins two nodes of C. Let 
= min{ Yo 1o e C}. (2.8) 
Using the fact that c(a)~ {0, 1, - 1} in (2.7) and that C arises from a component of 
GB we deduce that for each node v ~ C, that Yo = t5 + i for some integer i. Let 
Pi= {oe Cl yo=tS+ i}. (2.9) 
We deduce that there is a k such that P0, P~,-..,Pk are k+ 1 nonempty disjoint sets 
of nodes whose union is C. Since some arc of A joins two nodes of C we know that 
k_>l. Using (2.2) and (2.7) we deduce that the arcs of B in (Pi, Pi+l) (for 
i=0 ,1 , . . . , k -1 )  are arcs of A + and the arcs of B in (P/+I, Pi) (for 
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i=0,  1 , . . . , k -1 )  are arcs of A - .  We note that (Pi, Pi+l)O(Pi+l, Pi) is nonempty 
for i=0,  1 , . . . , k -  1 since C arises from a component of Gs. Also, no arc of B 
joins a vertex in Pi to a vertex in Pj for l i - j l  > 1, using (2.7) and (2.9). 
We are going to consider F ÷ = (P0, P I )O B, F -  = (P1, P0)rl  B. They arise from a 
cut (S, $) as described in the theorem and thus, by our previous arguments, the set 
of arcs F=F ÷ UF-  is an invariant set of arcs. Since F + c_A + and F -  c_A-, the 
minimality of A forces A ÷ =F ÷, A -  =F-  and so the theorem is proved. 
Case 1: s ~ Po. 
Let S = P0- Then t ¢ S (in fact t ¢ C since any min cut ensures that s and t are in 
separate components of GB). The non-invariant arcs of (S, $) are precisely the arcs 
F+ =(P0, Pl) NB and the non-invariant arcs of ($, S) are precisely the arcs 
F-  =(P~,Po)NB. 
Case 2 :seP1UP2U ... U Pk. 
Let S = PI U Pz U. . .  LI Pk. As before, t ~ S. The non-invariant arcs of (S, $) are 
F -  and the non-invariant arcs of ($, S) are F ÷ . 
Case 3: s ¢ C. 
Let Q be the set of nodes of the component of GB containing s (possibly 
Q={s}). 
If t e P0, then let S = Q U P1 U P2 tO... tO Pk otherwise let S = Q U Po. Then t ~ S 
and in the former case the non-invariant arcs of (S, $), (S, S) are as in Case 2 and 
in the latter case the non-invariant arcs of (S, $), (S, S) are as in Case 1. 
Since the three cases have covered all possibilities, we have shown that 
F=F + U F -  is an invariant set of arcs as claimed and so as previously noted, the 
theorem is proved. [] 
Determining the minimal invariant sets is a difficult problem in that in general 
there are exponentially many such sets (exponential in the number of nodes). Deter- 
mining invariant sets of size 1 is a relatively easy matter. An arc a = (t(a), h(a)) is 
an invariant set if for a max flow x there are no augmenting paths from t(a) to h(a) 
or from h(a) to t(a) not using the arc (t(a), h(a)). Thus, in particular, the arcs of 
B are easy to determine with a polynomial (in IN(D)[) algorithm. Noting this, we 
do know that any minimal invariant set lies in a component of the graph Gn. Un- 
fortunately an exponential number of invariant sets is still possible. 
3. Applications to matrices 
One can obtain nice results about matrices with given row and column sums using 
Theorem 2.3. Let R = (rl, r2, ..., rm) and S= (sl, s2, ... ,sn) be vectors of positive in- 
tegers with ~] ri= ~, sj. Let U= (u O) be an m x n matrix with positive integral 
matrices. Then 
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Av(R, S) = {integral m x n matrix A I O<_A < U, 
A has ith row sum r i (1 <_i_<m), 
A hasjth column sum sj (1 <_j<_n)}. (3.1) 
This class of matrices has been extensively studied especially when U= J, the matrix 
of l 's, [2]. There is a one-to-one correspondence between matrices in AU(R, S) and 
integral max flows of size ~r i in a network D given as follows. Let 
N(D)= {s, R1, R2,...,Rm, SI, S2,...,Sn, t} and A(D) given as arcs (s, Ri) with 
capacity r i for 1 <i<_m, arcs (Ri, Sj) with capacity uij for 1 <_i<_m, 1 <_j<n and 
uij>O, and arcs (Sj, t) with capacity sj for 1 <j<_n. The flow on the arc (Ri, Sj) 
becomes the (i, j )  entry of the matrix. The correspondence has been exploited to ob- 
tain a number of theorems (e.g. [5,1]). 
The Integrality Theorem of network flows ensures that every max flow is a convex 
combination integral max flows. Thus a set of arcs A =A ÷ U A-  for which (2.1) is 
satisfied for all integral max flows is an invariant set of arcs and vice versa. 
We now translate Theorem 2.3 into the language of AU(R, S) where arcs become 
positions. We say (p, q) is an invariant position if for all A = (aij) ~ AU(R, S) we 
have apq = Upq or if for all A = (aij) ~ AU(R, S) we have apq = O. Let a set of positions 
P=P+ U P-  be an invariant set of positions if there is a constant c for which all 
A = (aij) E AU(R, S) satisfy 
{aij[(i,J)eP+} - ~ {au[(i,j)~P-}=c. 
Minimal invariant sets of positions are defined analogously to minimal invariant 
sets of arcs. If K is an index set of rows, then we denote { 1, 2, . . . ,  m} \ K by/~. 
Similarly if L is an index set of columns, then we denote { 1, 2, . . . ,  n } \ L by/3. 
Theorem 3.1. Let A v (R, S) be a nonempty class of  matrices with no invariant posi- 
tions. Let P= P+ t3 P -  be a minimal invariant set of  positions. Then there exist in- 
dex sets Kc_{1,2 , . . . ,m},  Lc__{l,2, . . . ,n} such that P+=(K×L) \Z ,P -= 
(KxL)  \ Z where Z= {(i,j)[uu=O }. 
Proof. The result is essentially a restatement of Theorem 2.3. Note that a cut (S, S), 
where S= {s} O {Ri[ iEK} U {Sj ] j~L},  has the set of arcs (S, •) correspond to the 
set of positions (K x L) \ Z and (S, S) corresponds to the set of positions (K" x/7,) \ Z. 
Note that arcs (s, Ri) or (Sj, t) do not have corresponding entries in the 
matrix. [] 
Corollary 3.2. Let AV(R, S) be a nonempty class of  matrices with no invariant 
positions. Let P= P+t3 P -  be a minimal invariant set of  positions for which 
P -  = 0. Then there exist index sets K, L so that P+ = (K × L) \ Z and 1(× L c_ Z 
where Z= {(i,j)luij=O }. 
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Proof. We simply note  that if P -  = 0 in Theorem 3.1, then g × £ c_ Z. [] 
We can now state the result of Brualdi and Ross that motiviated this research. 
Their proof does not use network flows. Let J be the matrix of l's. 
Corollary 3.3 (Brualdi and Ross [3]). Let AJ(R, S) be a nonempty class of  matrices 
with no invariant positions. I f  there exist index sets K, L and a constant c such that 
for  every matrix A = (aij) ~ AJ(R, S) 
{ai j l ( i , j )~K×L}=c,  
then one of  K, K, L, £ is empty. 
Proof. Use Corollary 3.2 noting that J has no O's. Knowing what such minimal in- 
variant sets look like, we are able to obtain our result. [] 
Another case of particular interest is U= J -  I, a square matrix of l 's with O's on 
the main diagonal. Then matrices in A J- t(R, R) correspond to digraphs with given 
degree sequences. In a similar way to Corollary 3.3, one can show that invariant sets 
of positions consist of either the entries of some set of rows (minus diagonal entries) 
or the entries of some set of columns (minus diagonal entries) as for AJ(R, S) or 
the entries of all but one row and the corresponding column (minus diagonal 
entries). 
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